
Ergonomic Products        Performance Without CompromiseTM

Standard Features

• Patented split Backrest for lower lumbar 
support

• Contour Seat Cushion
• Built with standard cylinder height range 

(18.5”- 24.5” seat level)
• “Active Seating” responds to weight and 

position changes
• Rich Ultraleather® upholstery
• Single lever, multi-function Control
• Assistant Stool includes adjustable 

Foot-ring for added comfort and utilityDr./Hyg. Stool (item S2A1) Asst. Stool (item S2A2)

RGP stools are available in any of our EP standard color selections to match or compliment the 3-Series Patient Chair. 
Swatch samples and custom colors (upgrade) are available. Please call for details.

The Doctor/Hygienist stool is available with optional armrests (shown above).

COLOR CHOICES & CONFIGURATION

The patented design of the RGP 400 
line helps protect your most 

important asset:
your health. 

RGP 400-D LINE

Operator seating is often the most neglected peice of dental 
technology – yet in many ways it’s the most important!

Today, with the wide range of services offered, many practitioners fi nd themselves 
in a fi xed seated position for extended time periods — a situation that is extremely 
deleterious to the spine and to physical health in general.

Finding the right seat will contrubute immeasurably to your long-
term health.

Watch Dr. Ahearn’s short video on posture, seating options, what 
makes a great choice in clinical seating.
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Clinician Seating - RPG

Unique to the 400 series is its hydraulic mechanism which allows the stool’s back and seat to ‘fl oat’, following ones’ 
movement. This “Active Seating” is further enhanced by the adjustable heights of both the backrest and the stool itself. 

Early in our research of the most ergonomically effi cient dental methods, we realized that belly bars are not typically 
necessary. In fact, they often get in the way. With proper positioning of materials and supplies, assistants are able to maintain 
a sound ergonomic posture that provides better comfort and improved productivity. However, belly bars are available.
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Regional Centers of Excellence

Want to See the Industry’s 
Most Productive Equipment 

in Action?
Ask us to arrange a visit to one of our Regional Centers of Excellence 

or Spotlight Clients. These exceptional doctors will be happy to show you 
the impact our high-performance equipment has had on their Practices.

With locations across the nation, you aren’t far from seeing 
what a difference it makes when Dentists design dental equipment. 

950-075revL
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Aurora

Dr./Hyg. Stool (item S2B1)

Dr./Hyg. Stool (item S2B3)

Dr./Hyg. Stool (item S2B5)

Asst. Stool (item S2B2)

Asst. Stool (item S2B4)

Asst. Stool (item S2B6)

Standard Features

• Triple lever, independent adjustment
• Advanced molded Contour with high-

resistance molded foam cushioning
• Stable 5-leg chrome Base
• Vinyl uphostery
• Multi-angle pelvic positioning to 

reduce lower back strain
• Assistant Stool includes adjustable 

Foot-ring for added comfort and utility

Standard Features

• Triple lever, independent adjustment
• Deeply contured Seat with signifi cant 

“waterfall” front
• Stable 5-leg powder-coated Base
• Vinyl uphostery
• Multi-angle pelvic positioning to 

reduce lower back strain
• Assistant Stool includes adjustable 

Foot-ring for added comfort and utility

Standard Features

• Dual lever adjustment
• Ergo Angle style Saddle
• Stable 5-leg powder-coated Base
• Vinyl uphostery
• Multi-angle pelvic positioning to reduce 

lower back strain
• Seat Groove reduces tailbone pressure
• Assistant Stool includes adjustable 

Foot-ring for added comfort and utility

Denver

Sterling

CROWN SEATING
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Clinician Seating - Crown

Shown 
with optional 
Belly Bar

For nearly 20 years Crown Seating has been an industry leader in the design and manufacturing of ergonomically correct 
Dental and Medical stools. Utilizing the highest quality materials and craftsmanship, Crown Seating manufactures a wide 
variety of styles, at many different price levels, for professionals across multiple industries.
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Regional Centers of Excellence

Want to See the Industry’s 
Most Productive Equipment 

in Action?
Ask us to arrange a visit to one of our Regional Centers of Excellence 

or Spotlight Clients. These exceptional doctors will be happy to show you 
the impact our high-performance equipment has had on their Practices.

With locations across the nation, you aren’t far from seeing 
what a difference it makes when Dentists design dental equipment. 
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